DIGITAL TOOLBOX RESOURCES & FEATURES
SAMR?

Bloom’s
Taxonomy?

21st Century
Skill?

iOS/Android
or Computer

Cost

Purpose & Potential Use

redefinition

application;
synthesis

communication;
creativity

Adobe Voice
is iPad only

free

create slideshows and record your voice over
the images to create engaging videos

redefinition

application;
synthesis

presentation

ALL

free

transforms photos into beautiful videos; free
account only lets you create 30-second videos

modification

ALL

free

a way for teachers to send messages, polls,
and reminders to groups of students

redefinition

ALL

free

classroom management system for teachers

communication

ALL

free

a way for teachers to send message, polls, and
reminders to students and parents

problem solving

computer

free

a website that teaches coding and computer
programming

modification
redefinition

ALL

modification

knowledge;
comprehension

ALL

free

student response and assessment system

augmentation

knowledge;
comprehension

computer

free

Jeopardy-style boards for educators

redefinition

ALL

creativity;
critical thinking;
problem solving

computer

free

teaches about the elements of game design
and allows students to build their own levels

presentation

iOS/computer

free

allows for creative and engaging
presentations or slideshows

augmentation
modification

knowledge;
comprehension

ALL

free

student response and assessment system

substitution

knowledge;
comprehension

iOS/computer

free

educational videos about a multitude of topics

augmentation

application;
analysis

ALL

free

mind-mapping software

critical thinking

redefinition

ALL

computer

free

an online learning environment where
students can connect to others and complete
coursework for their teachers

ALL

free

interactive presentations that teachers can
control and deliver to students’ devices

collaboration;
communication

computer

free

collaborative bulletin board on which students
can post links, multimedia, information, etc.

creativity;
presentation

computer

free

animated presentations and cartoon-style
videos

ALL

free

enhanced flash cards and studying

ALL

free

teachers and students can connect to other
teachers, students, and guest speakers

ALL

free

student response and assessment system

collaboration;
communication

modification
redefinition
modification

synthesis

augmentation

knowledge
collaboration;
communication

augmentation
modification

knowledge;
comprehension

